Go For Launch! is a 3-day space inspired camp that uses space exploration to encourage interest in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM), STEAM (Art), teamwork, communication, leadership, and critical thinking. This program is created and presented by the non-profit Higher Orbits.

At this space-inspired camp, students are broken into teams that ultimately propose an idea for an experiment to be conducted on the International Space Station. One proposal will be chosen to ACTUALLY be built and performed on the ISS using the Space Tango Inc’s - TangoLab (a Lexington, Ky based company). Throughout the camp students are encouraged to be creative and think critically while developing an experiment proposal that could benefit life on earth. Each camp not only comes with amazing instruction and opportunity for learning, but a REAL ASTRONAUT is a speaker and instructor at every camp.

Find out more about Go For Launch!
goforlaunch@higherorbits.org
higherorbits.org/student-programs/go-for-launch/